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WILL
SAY
FAREWELL
FRIDAY
SENIORS
Juniors Honor Graduating
WORRY

Seniors At Prom Friday

WORRY

WORRY

Inglewood Country Club Scene Of Formal
Dance Following Graduation Exercises
Strictly the high point for College Seniors, the Seattle College Junior Prom next Friday night,May 31, will climax social
activities for the year.
Warning Issued
A warning has been issued, however, of prime importance.
Only the Seniors boys whose names appear upon the graduation program will be presented with guest tickets. They will
be presented with the tickets on the night of the dance.

Diplomas Awarded
Friday By Bishop

Students Award

Hiltenbrand
Loyalty Cap

Bishop's Medal Given
To Ranking Senior
In Oral Exams

By M. Williams
With mingled congratulations
and sadness, thoughts will be
turned toward graduation and a
The President's office is pleased last farewell to the graduating SeThe dance which starts at 11
to announce that this year's senior niors. Commencement exercises
o'clock will be held at the Ingle- Six
winner of the Loyalty Cup, by a' will be held in the Providence
wood Golf and Country Club. Arlarge vote, given to the student' Auditorium, Friday, May 31, at
rangements have been made so
who has participated in the most; 8:15 o'clock.
that those attending the dance will
activities during his four years of
Bishop To Speak
College, is popular Bob Hiltenhave the exclusive use of the club
The Most Reverend Gerald
j
house.
brand.
Shaughnessy, Bishop of the Seattle
Six former teachers at Seattle
Tuxedos may be secured at a College will be raised to the Jesuit
Since entering Seattle College in diocese, will preside over the exspecial price of $3.50 from The priesthood
1936 Bob has entered enthusiastic- ercises. Featured as the guest
in June. England will
Sutherland Costume Company or be the scene of Mr. Robert Dachspeakerof the evening will be John
Brocklinde Costumes, Inc.
ey's ordination, while the remainCarmody, a prominent Seattle
Graduation Motif
ing five will be ordained in San
lawyer. Student speakers are Bill
Miller, valedictorian, and Ellen
Music will be provided by Bob Francisco by Archbishop John J.
McHugh, salutatorian.
Dickinson and his nine-piece or- Mitty of that city. They are Revs.
chestra. The theme of the dance Clair Marshall, S. J.,, Leo Schmid, On last Friday, May 17, three
As the highlight of the exercises,
will be the graduation motif; Se- S. J., Joseph Nealen, S. J., Gerald members of the Intercollegiate Mongrain, Ross, Young
there will be the various awards
given to those who have earned
niors will be presented with imi- McDonald, S. J. and Harold Grief, Knights at Washington State Colof
Inoming
tation diplomas.
S. J. The first threenamed taught lege Jack West, Jim Wilson and
Officers
them. The President's Cup, which
Says Co-chairman Bill Kelly con- in the college division while the Bud Brumban, came to Seattle to
is
awarded to the person adjudged
Sigma
Pi
Chi
cerning the dance, "This dance is last two were teachers at Seattle formally initiate all members of
as the best speaker in the debate
the Seattle College Chapter, who
going to be presented on much Prep.
finals, will be presented by Father
While at Seattle College, Mr. had not already been formally ac- The last meeting of the PiSigma
larger scale than any dance yet
Corkery, S. J. To the Senior, who,
Chi, Pre-Med Honorary, was held
presented by the College. Don't Marshall was connected with the cepted into the organization.
according to the vote of the stuChemistry Department for four i The initiation took place in the Thursday, May 14. The main purmiss it."
dents themselves, has been the
years, while Mr. Schmid taught K. of C. Hall. The Knights who pose of the meeting was the elecmost active in scholarship and acBiology for the same length of were "sworn in" included: Dick tion of officers for next year. The
tivities, goes the Loyalty Cup.
Bishop's Medal To Be Presented
time. Mr. Nealen was head of the Walsh, Tony Buhr, Robert Mas- results of the election were, Ray
enga, Jim Christansen, Bill Pow- Mongrain, president; Dick Ross,
A new award given for the first
A Free dance— Whee! Today the Physics Department, and Mr. ers,
Bill Stapleton, Herb Sudmeir, vice-president, and Bill Young, secDachey taught Philosophy and
time
this year is the Bishop's
dance,
abpresents
Junior Class
a
Berridge, Addison Smith, and retary-treasurer. At this meeting
Bill
taught
French.
Mr.
Greif
ChemMedal.
This medal is given to the
pohitfly free of charge at the K. C.
tyo./e was also a.dipcunsionof posistry to the' Piepslers, While Mr." Bill'Kelly.
Senior with the highest mark in
Hall. Dancing will begin at 1
After the formai investiture the sible affiliation with the Alpha
taught Economics and
the oral examinations in Religion
o'clock and will continue until 4 McDonald
three Washington State College Epsilon Delta, the National Prewas Moderator of Athletics.
and Philosophy. As a sign of his
o'clock.
Following ordination, those to be students were taken for an auto- j Medic Honorary. A further discusgreater enthusiasm and interest in
According to Bill Kelly and Virordained
in San Francisco will mobile ride around Seattle, in ii sion of this will be held at the next ally in every kind of school activity- Seattle College, Bishop Shaughginia Gemmill, co-chairmen for the
ranging from sports to social nessy himself is giving this medal
come north to celebrate their first which they were shown the many meeting.
Junior Prom, this dance will be a
beautiful and outstanding attrac- Hobart Woods is the only stu- functions.
Masses
in
Solemn
various
churches
to the Senior with the highest
starter for the Junior Prom. Everytions of thJs city. With this instal- dent who has met the requirements To mention a few of his nu- mark in his orals.
one is cordially invited to come and in the Northwest.
lation completed, the Knights of for entrance into the Pi Sigma Chi merous positions, last year Bob Bill Pettinger and Peggy Mcdance away the afternoon.
the Wigwam have achievedanother next year.
Hiltenbrand was on the S. C. Ski Gowan, who are in charge of the,
At the next and last meeting of team, Business Manager of the announcements and admit cards,
great milestone in their existence
at Seattle College. Let us hope |the year, the installation of the Drama Guild, and was Junior wish to announce that they have
that they will continue this great new officers will take place. Dan Class President.
only 200 admit cards. These cards
Hogan, this year's president, will
progress next year.
This year he was play chair- are for distribution to the stuinvest Ray Mongrain, who will in man
of the "You Can't Take It dents of the College and personal
turn invest the other officers.
With You" Drama Guild Produc- application must be made to either
The Silver Scroll, women stuThe following students who are tion, Captain of the Knight's
dent's honorary, is pleased to anSoft- of them. Absolutely no one will be
graduating
this year are among ball
nounce that six girls received bids
team
and
as
Grand
Duke
of admitted without one of these
the first members of this compara- the Knights
cards.
Wigwam
at
the
A.W.S.S.C.
tea
held
at
the
of
the
was
tively new society at
By
Col- instrumental in bringing about the
Baccalaureate Mass, May 26
Providence Reception Room on Wednesday night, May 22, Room lege: Joe LeGrand; Seattle
Bill Brown, national affiliation of this Club.
There will be a Baccalaureate
Wednesday afternoon, May 22. To 36 will be the scene of the Mendel secretaryBETTIEKUMHERA
treasurer; Dan Hogan,
Mass for the graduates at St. Joenter this honorary the girls have Club's bi-monthly meeting. This present Prexy;
Tardiff; Jim
■
■
seph's Church, Sunday morning
to maintain a 2.5 grade average will be the last meeting of the Cunningham Ernest
" This is the last issue of the and be active in school affairs. Scholastic year. The present offiand Tom Smeall.
FLASH! The final results of May 26. The Mass will be at
the Girl's Club Election are as 11 o'clock and will be said by
The girls are: Iris Logan, Ida cers bid farewell and welcome the
Spectator. And we don't know what
follows: Virginia Gemmill, pres- Father Corkery, S. J. All the gradFuchs, Eileen Mcßride, Betty Ger- new officers. They are the folto say.
ident; Betty Kumhera, vice- uates are to be there in their caps
mer
year
Next
the familiar countenand Nadine Gubbins.
lowing: Bill Berard, president; Ray
president; Alberta Grieve, sec- and gowns. Immediately following
ances of the seniors will be gone.
Mongerin, vice-president; Jane!
retary; and Florida Perri, treas- the Mass, breakfast will be served
This year's Juniors find suddenly
Beeson, secretary.
urer.
by the Mother's Club in the Social
too
diplomas
their
are
all
urged
that
All members are
to attend
Hall.
near
Those who said "I was
the installation of these officers.
a Freshman last year" will say
As a specialty there is to be a
On Tuesday, May 21, the Alpha
"I'll graduate next year." And this
picture presented, President Joe
Sigma Nu, National Jesuit Honor
year's freshman will yield the enLegrand has announced.
Society, held its last official meetthusiasm and fresh exuberance to At the last meeting of the school
ing of this school year.
a new crop of S. C.ers.
year on Tuesday, theGammaSigma
Things won't be the same next journalists
The election of officers and the
decided on several plans
year. They never are. And yet the of procedure
of delegate Ad Smith on the
report
year.
for the coming
same mixedemotions are felt every The design of their pins has
NationalConvention were the highbeen
lights of the meeting.
year at this time, so we all feel chosen,
and the committee in
By JOSEPH EBERHARTER
"Gee, one hundred and twelve
as if there is a reasonable chance charge of this business headed by
June 2, 1940, is the datethat has Basis for acceptance into the SoTuesday
morn,
pages,"
"Boy, look at these swell
Tis
set
and
Tillie
completely
recovering
ciety
from this
been
for the annual alumni
aspirants
of
Bill Pettinger, has announced that breakfast be held at St. Joseph's must is as follows: The Seniors, Twunkwinkle is gaily tripping to division pages, "My picture's in
chronical meloncholy lethargy.
to
be
either
Juniors
or
the pins will be ready for memBut after going to the same bers as soon as they wish to buy Church. Tnere will be communion standing in the upper twenty-five class, without a thought in her seven times."
With a determined look in her
in a body at the 9 o'clock Mass per cent of their class, and out- pretty little head (yes, that is just
meetings together, rushing to the
them in the Fall quarter.
same classes together, worrying It was resolved that no
breakfast immediately after- standing in school affairs. These what is worrying us, too) happily hitherto mild countenance, Tillie
with
further wards in the Social Hall. Dr. Her- must
forges ahead, determined to do
about the same exacns, knowing official business would
be supplemented by an un- heading for a final.
be under- bert Cory of the University of ceasing
coy
Just
as
the
and
or die. In the wild melee folcoed
reaches
the
the siiin.' people, dancing to the
loyalty
College
taken by the honorary until the| Washington will be guest speaker. undertakings. to all the
magnificent edifice that is Seattle lowing Tillie loses two teeth, gains
same orchestras, criticizing the next
school term, because of the
same things, loving the same
Then and only then is the aspir- College, after strolling through the a black eye and a skinned knee, but
school, we can't help but gain shortness of the remaining time
eligible for consideration by magnificent (that there word sure she feels the pains well worth
ant
ATTENTION SENIORS
is pretty, isn't it, we kinda like it) while as she nears the desk upon
something in common that makes this year.
the officers
Formal Initiation in Fall
It is absolutely compul- acceptance. for recommendationof campus, she notices that a young which rests a rapidly diminishing
the last day of school a scene of
The formal initiation of mem- sory
mob is milling around, emitting pile of white padded Aegises.
regret.—Memories are sadly inadethat all grading senexstatic yelps of joy in which the Finally reaching the long fought
and yet summer is so bers and installation of officers
quate
present at the Bac- S. C. Radio Skits
words "Aegis" and "out" convey to for goal, Tillie reaches for a Aegis,
strangely intriguing that we would- will take place early in the Fall ors be
Tillies ears the fact that the long only to be confronted by the stern
not dream j>f advocating a four- quarter, at a date to be set at the calaureate Mass next Sun- Are Discontinued
meeting of the year. The two
awaited day has arrived, and that figure of Bob Hiltenbrand, who, in
quarter year. No we are merely first
iay,May 26. All willmeet in
super product, that brainchild of dulcet tones, inquires "Whaddyamatching and passing on a bCt of members of the honorary that are
school,
Joseph's
18th
Because of the interference of Bill Kelly, is finally out.
at this time Seniors, Mauri c c Saint
"farewell sentiment.
want?"
"Glory be," quaintly quoth she,
This might be a good spot to O'Brien and TomDonohoe, will also Avenue North and Roy the daylight saving time schedules
"I woutd like an Aegis, kind sir,"
east,
weekly
ceremony,
attend
this
initiation
in
the
the
radio
proplug the 1940 Aegis for Editor
and begins a mad dash for the quoth Tillie, trembling before the
street
at
10:30
m.
From
a.
form
beginning
by
gram
produced
the
of an
Seattle College front door to get her little ray of majesty of this white clad Knight.
Kelly. But this scribe refuses, ab- and will
there you will proceed in a students every Friday afternoon sunshine.
solutely, definitely, postively, to active alumni association.
But she finds that a coed "Hmmm, is your name on my
Acting President Gregor Mac- body to 11 o'clock Mass.
has been discontinued announced or two, plus a few hardy lads, have list, have you paid in advance, you
plug another thing. She shall mere—
Gregor
congratulated
the
group
on
ly state a bit philosophically that
Caps and gowns are to be Mr. John Murphy, S. J., late this gotten there ahead of her, and are haven't no luck, we're short,
week.
life isn't really the vicious circle the fine work that has been acas
to
she is
obtain a barely enough for those who have
U anxious
Mr. Murphy also said that he ap- copy of this masterpiece of pio- ordered in advance," states the
that it seems. Let's prefer to think complished so far in preparing a| worn. Payment of $2.00
growth
firm
foundation
for
the
and
whirl
must be made to the Book- preciated greatly the cooperation torial history.
of it as just a fascinating
stern guardian of the treasure
"
development of the honorary, and|
♥ "
was given by the man at the
he
Her frantic .struggles are urged trove all in one breath.
for
cap
store
rental
of
and
" Refore I k'<> 1 must tell you expressed the opinion that next
radio station. H<> declared that a on by remarks on the part of the Moral— Don't hesitate, time flies,
year
see a larger, more ac- j gown in order to assure new longer and better program was more fortunate ones who are al- insure for yourself a memory
about the mixer at the K. C. hall tivelywill
that
functioning Gamma Sigma reservation of same.
being scheduled for next year with ready proud ppMMMCT of an A«'gis will last through the years— the
(Continued on Page 4)
Alpha.
details not yet being completed. "(■'<>>li, look at the swell pictures," 1940 Aegis!

Former Teachers
Of Seattle College
Are To Be Ordained

Daigle, Sanderson, O'Brien
Prepare For Senior Orals
Washington State Woods Chosen For
Men Initiate Ten Pre-Med Honorary
College Knights At Last Meeting
—

FREE DANCE

CANDID

Woman's Honorary
Announces At Tea
Wednesday, May 22

COMMENT

New Mendel Officers
Initiated Wednesday

Acceptance Rules
For Alpha Sigma Nu
Given At Meeting

Formal Iniation of
Gamma Sigs Set
For Fall Quarter

.. .

Alumni Communion
Given At St. Joseph's

..

Poor Tillie Twunklewinkle's
Heart's Desire Refused

Friday, Mcy 24,
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Ithas wisely and oft been said that "Parting is such sweet
sorrow." Today the true meaning of this maxim is deeply
realized by every student of Seattle College. All are happy
that the Seniors are graduating for their graduation is a
mark of progress. It is an important era in their lives, not
ended, but done well. And yet all are sorrowful when they
realize that no longer will our student body be distinguished
—
by the active, friendly, cooperative yea, lovable Class of
1940.
Always will the class of 1941, '42, and '43 value as priceless their memories of Seattle College and her Thirty-ninth
Senior Class. More fondly will the Thirty-ninth Senior Class
remember their final days within these halls.
High narrow halls,hourly on the hour, stuffed with hurrying, boisterous humanity, tired fellow-seniors moaning about
theses and oral examinations; gayly bright colors, brilliant
cotton prints,and shirt-sleeves;frivolous pinafores and gaudy
hair-bows; pop-corn, ice-cream and candy-bars; interesting
lectures made boresome by devilish sun rays; cheery flowers
and shading trees ;companionate coupleslolling on the pillowy
lawns; restless photographers and illusive candi-cameuaists
dodging hither and yon; Senior Sneak Day; picnics andswimming parties; golf-games and tennis matches; term papers
and final examinations; student campaigns with their noisy
speeches, clever stunts and rainbowed signs; noiseless trolleys gliding by in silent respect; lunches in the great outdoors; little-worn textbooks discarded for novels and hometown newspapers; dustyball-games cheeredon byscreeching
cries ; far-reaching conventions and their well-travelled delegates; incessant melodies, sometimes mechanical,sometimes
human;ambitious sprinklers spreading coolmist everywhere;
pensive ponderers.
Forever will these memories thrill our tired minds. And
to the Class of Nineteen-hundred and Forty wecan only say:
Thanks for everything.*
"

It would be folly on our part to attempt to review
the entire year in this column. We would have neither
the patience for the task nor the space to put any
complete report in the paper. As we have said before
in this column, even an editorial writer feels that he
must, at some times, inject his own personality, his
own views, in an otherwise objective piece. It is for
that reason that, in the following summary, many
students will notice that some events have been over- By MAURICE O'BRIEN
looked, while seemingly undue emphasis has been
By Tom Donohoe
laid on others. For that human fallibility, we have We Must Wait
With a great big moan, a terrific
Dear Readers:
no apology to make: we simply remind you of it and To Find Out
igh, a short snappy gasp, I
bring
For eight longs months we have unmercifully forced our
Opponents' Positions
his column to a sad termination,
proceed in our task.
prattle upon you. And your kind souls, have
certainly has been a source of jibbering
your much
The first set of outstanding events was, of course, We have seen many strange ttenuine
pleasure coming to you calmly and gently perused and even read it. For
on
the
United
500
words
of
things
going
my
grateful.
consideration,
ach week with
we are
the week that was the idea of your out-going presi- States during theinpast week. ;rief
welcomed
and sometimes religious
did we knock. But always did
often
praise;
did
we
I
Seldom
dent, Ad Smith. We refer to Activities Week. n those Strange speeches by politicians, racts. If on the other hand, I
whispering campaigns that lave brought some small amount we write with this in mind: "Every knock is a boost."
five days, the whole social calendar of the year was strange
we must enter the war, strange po- if happiness through the mediam
was our intention to amuse and entertain you. If
based. The Gavel Club, the Mendel Club, the two litical alliances and a strange re- if my "To The Point," Ihave in- weEver
have done this, even once, then our greyed and fallen
action to it all by the general pub- [eed been well repaid for my
others,
activities,
Guild,
and
journalism
the Drama
leager efforts.
lic. Just what does it all mean?,
hairs did not grey and fall in uselessness.
Due to the advances made by- The last forty some odd weeks
benefitted tremendously from this week of introduc- Germany
With great personal fondness we cherish memories of the
in- the present war and aye been rather enjoyable around
your column last
tion. New students, and not a few old ones, were especially due to the more recent !.C. One meets many fine young time a fellow-student said to us— "l read
turn of events over in Europe dur- nen and women with Catholic night and Ilaughed." And we do hope that such has
inducted into the extra-curricular outlets at S. C.
twice, or posing the past week, our whole coun- j leas and ideals that link very
the reaction with each one of you— once,
After numerous mixers in the following weeks, try is thrown into somewhat of a i losely to those of your own. There been
turmoil. Germany advances and a j s a decided trend of friendliness sibly even more.
Seattle College blossomed forth with its most ambi- little
"Till we meet again,
more sympathy is shown the revailing in the atmosphere about
| lie halls. Everyone seems to share
in
of
the
counBill Pettinger.
allies
some
sections
Miller,
Bill
the
Commencement
tious Informal.
try, and in others there is disgust < ach other's sorrows with the joys,
speaker, took charge of that affair with Mary Bu- with the inefficiencies of the allies ] n short, it isn't a cut-throat propoa turning away of the favor < ition as is vividly depicted in other
chanan as his co-chairman. Held at Seattle's finest and
that the allies once enjoyed here, j istitutions.
hotel, The Olympic, that Informal was a great suc- Of course, everyone has a dif- < We, that claim in a small meaferent solution and a different out- ure to be writers, often are forced
cess and a tribute to the recognized abilities of Mr. look
By Margaret Scheubert
on the situation, but surely 1 0 use our pen as a source of con-

TO THE
POINT-

THESTUDENI
OBSERVER

"

Reviews & Previews

there aren't as many disconnected eying our thoughts. Oftimes we
Miller.
effects going to result aS many ] md ourselves behind the proverbthrough the courtesy of the Guild Bookshop,
Just around that time the present Frosh and Soph opinions hold. It would seem to me i il eight-ball because of some par- Books supplied
Avenue.
1328
Sixth
there is only going to be one | icular issue we might carry for- at
which probclasses staged the third annual Barn Dance. Incor- that
"God In An Irish Kitchen" by Leo R. Ward is a book
solution and that all the events ward. Iknow that if is an inwho are
Those
Irish-Americans
appeal.
wide
<
very
of
an
enhave
a
ably
necessary
attributes
will not
porating the two most
that we behold now are parts of a redible feat to try and please all
Gaelic
small
of
portion
our
proud
of
pattern being woven by he members of a student body at homesick, those of us who are
joyable dance, the Barn Dance offered its patrons a definite
the warring nations and the fin- ; 11 times. But in matters vital to ancestry, and those who are interested in Ireland and her people will
large, danceable floor, and an evening of surprises*. ished product will have a unity and ,' ur faith Idon't think we should like "God In An Irish Kitchen."
women, where nearly
that general chaos will.not result. dicker" with the situation in the
"This procession of fishermen, farmers, and
11goes without saying that the Barn Dance, as always,
lightest. Let's accept them knowquotation
every one is interesting and attractive."— Synge. The above
rig that far greater authority than
travelogue.
this
was one of the high-lights of a full social season.
matter
of
down-to-earth
subject
states very nicely the
urselves have
* passed
* * upon them. No race or its customs are more fascinating than the Irish. And Leo
Later in the year, and we are skipping many Ex-Student Gives
a deeply-rooted ChrisI have always been an ardent Ward catches the spirit of a people who mix
who mix equally
people";
people
notable events, the dream of a few visionaries was
a
the
"little
with
a
belief
in
Lord,
tianity
dmirer of Father Daniel
S.
Advice
Job
Hunting
gay and
Essentially
stubbornness.
solely because he is one of well sincere generosity and sinecre
.heNotmost
made real when the watchword became "Seattle Coloutstanding Jesuits I light-hearted, the Irish nevertheless look on life as a serious affair.
lege on the air!". . . . Week after week the writers
aye ever met, but because of his
hard in Ireland. The people are poor but
L. J. O'Rourke, former student Catholic Action campaign. This And for the most part life is
pride pride in themselves ami
present
show
labored
a
radio
to
is
a
tremendous
poverty
and director of the
of Seattle College, now Director of ummer a number of us have a with their
pride
in
Ireland.
Personnel
Administraalways
Research in
reprsentative program. Expectations were not
olden opportunity to carry out
tion, U. S. Civil Service Commis- | his campaign to the fullest extent
realized, but the fault never lay in its director.
sion, Washington, has just pro- f
the teachings of our late Holy
duced another book, "Opportunities 'ather. You know, as Iknow, Seon
a
basketball
team
College
scrappy
put
Seattle
Employment,"
pub,
in Government
ttle College is a growing spiritual
the floor around the first of the winter Quarter, and lished by Garden City Publishing j nterprise with but one objective
Company. Dr. O'Rourke is well j mind. That objective, namely, to
there can be nothing but praise for the members of known
as an author of books in ducate Catholic youth in the
a new, green, inexperiencd but always fighting team. the fields of English and govern- , Mcbingi of Jesus Christ. There
Glen Jewel*, worked from 12 to 2 a. m. in thement. The New York Times Book . re many high schools throwing .rday morning. He obviously didn't know that the last streetcars had
was
The showing of that club, with all its youth
Review says of his newest book: , pen their doors yielding forth topped running and finally arrived in Ballard (with aching feet)
"Here is a succinct, practical, com- , nxious young men and women
that
S.
C.
must
not
abandon
many
enough to convince
O'Brien will be saying "so long" in
prehensive handbook not only on earning for further knowledge. long after sun-up . .. Maurice
town to keep his date with Randolph Field,
an inter-collegiate hoop schedule.
the opportunities but also on the r ou and I have it within our September when he leaves
the "Student Observer" ... Vern Robison
landings
to
Happy
and requirements of gov- j own to contact many of the vast rexas.
We are drawing near the end of the column, and nature
a
To
ernment employment .. . And the ] erd of these aspiring collegiates. "ame dashing up the other day to say that he had shot teacher.
oyolan
Club
is
all
interest.
No
...
The
I
taking
picture
speleave
out
activities
of
means
a
stimulating
"shooting"
many
it?,
Vern,
so we must
and
yhat are we going to do about
book makes a
upon
; it back and permit these people set to see you at the Seattle Prep gym tomorrow night for the "Howdy
attack
the
cifically
helpful
comment can be made on the three fine plays which problem stated in its subtitle, 'Get- | :> take a course in their lives with- Hop" ... Seen late last Friday night: Bob Irvine, Larry McDonnell
S. C. presented other than to say that they were well ting a Job in Federal, State, or , ut even giving them the advice we jnd a friend seeing the town. "Irvie" was truckin' ... Seen Sunday
Municipal Government.' . . . Per- eceived? It isn't fair to them nor iftaraooa: Betty Bergevin and Joan Sullivan studying in the school
produced and a lot of students got their chance to plexed or uncertain
youth may in- ; re we being honest with ouribrary. Betty Ann McKanna (the bum) almost inveigled them into
appear before the footlights and they made the best deed be well served by this pres- elves! try,
luittiiig
Yes, "Biff", we are all glad to see you back again and
...
entation of useful fact. What kinds
Let us
as an experiment, to ;hafs
,.-. Ed Waite will soon learn that it doesn't pay to
do
more
than
mention
no
foolin
— do
of their chance. We cannot
of jobs exist in government, what < untact five members of our disphone in the front hall rings let
next
time
that
The
i
friend
a
favor.
to,
know
a
they
planning
pay,
may
what
lead
1 rict that we
are
the crop of great debaters we turned out this year; they
day last week over
how to apply for them these allege career. Let us conscien- t ring, Ed ... Lena Belaire was a little riled one
Modern History lecture No.
the President's Cup debate was again hotly contested questions are answered not with < ioualy present the knowing facts t class discussion and continued it until
generalizations but in the utmost oncerning our school. Don't (5 was officially begun ... Iam still dashing down my two swallows
and Joseph McMurray, one of S.C.s loyalest, took a possible detail...
The book's real- 1 ireaten them with edicts laiddown )f coffee every morning in hopes of catching up with Abner De Felice
]y vast amount of material is ar- 1 y ecclesiastical authority It isn't md Ted Blanchette, who always get to school three blockß ahead of
deserved win.
ranged so that each specific sub- i ecessary. Give them to under- Tie
Heard in the hall: (Quote) "Say, did you see Bill Bates'
Homecoming Week was another event of interest ject is readily
available and clear." tand that at Seattle College one is jicture
paper?"
"Yeah. Gee, Ididn't know he was an
in
the
iven a rounded and thoroughly
kids, Iguess its good-bye for a long time.
and so on and so on. We could go on for hours.
..
Well
(Unquote)
»lien."
.
'
amplete Catholic education so
of the Spectator ask ital in jcombating
Suffice it to say, that the year has, on the whole, Advertisers
the everyday 3o here'B to better sun-tans and— HAPPY DAYS! Luv and XXX's—
your patronage. How about it?
DORIS.
(Continued
Page
4)
on
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SPORTS

Chieftain Chatter
By Bud Sfaake

Tennis
Sophs Win

Loking back over the current scholastic year at Seattle j
College is sometimes painful and sometimes it's pretty good. }
We started out with a boom for intramural athletics and
discarded basketball as a major sport. The intramural basketball league proved to be the fastest and the best in many |
years. The conference was split into two parts, the Krazyj
Kats taking the first half and the Otis Elevators grabbing
off the last half. However, the Kats cleaned up the championship series to take the league crown.
Just then it was announced that Seattle College would
have a varsity basketball team and that the intramural
league was expected to furnish the material.
The boys dug in and worked, and the finished product was
a fast moving, but green and nervous squad. The Maroon j
basketteers hit their peak when they almost "blitzkreiged"
the highly favored St. Martin's squad. They lost that memorable game by two points in the dying moments of the
game. The Chieftains never reached the same peak again.
Badminton came in and you began to hear of Tom Roe, j
Dean Moran, Lorrayne Eisen, and a few others. The shuttlecock swatters are still going at it. The latest bit of news
was a surprising upset when the Loyolans whitewashed the
heavily favored S. C. squad, 6 to 0.

TID-BITS
All-Star Team

BUD STAAKE

Knights Win

Editor

By Beasley
Softball
Comment

Match Saturday
Last Tennis
— .—
1

Knights

doze

By

-

1

Hikers

111.

Roe, c
Borrows, ss
Brennan, 2b

Iv.

-

Blitzkreig

AnnihilatesMarne

II.

1
12

3

0

4
3

■.

1

Soph

5-4

0
2
0
0
0

1

I

i,

.»

I

"> o / III.

7 0 0 5 4 x— 22
3
3
Beasley, p
3 0 2 10 1—7
0
Marne
2
McHugh, 3b
4
Mai
nc
AB R H
Lineup
1
3
Burke, sf
5 12
0 Hughes, 3rd B
3
McMurray, If
4
0 3
Conroy, If
0
10
Irvine, rf
3
0 1
J.,
2nd
B
Hunt,
3
0 0
Ryan, J., cf
2
0 0
Irvine,
p
Terhar, lb
3 11Loesch,
3 0 0
c
2
0 0 Green,
Stare, rf
sf
4 12
Knights Linen'.)
1
3
2
AB. R. H. McKay, s.s
12
cf
3
Sullivan,
P. Ryan, p
4 11Wooding, 1st B
4 12
4 0 1
Bader, rf
4 11
1 Cairns, rf
4 0
Walsh, 3b
Sauvain, p, ,ss
3 11
35 7 14
Masenga, If
3
12
AB R H
Soph Lineup
Riley, lb
3 0 2
B
6 3 4
Stapleton,
1st
Sudmeier, c
3 11
4 3 2
Read, 2nd B
Hiltenbrand, 2b
3 1? Hunt, M.,
3rd B
4 4 4
Powers, cf
3 0 1 Berridge, p
4 3 2
3 0
0
McKay, sf
—
English,
c
5 3 2
Home Runs — Knights: Hilten- Martineau,
3 2 2
brand. Doubles Knights: Powers; McDonnell, sf
4
0
0
s.s
Sauvain, F. Ryan; Hillbillies.Beas2
2
Swart,
cf
4
ley 2, Brennan, Borrows, Roe.
Deignan, If
2 1,0
Staake, rf
3 13
II.
A.B. R.
Ave.
Sophs
189 51 71 .379
169 44 55 .325
Otis
145 46 47 .423
Knights
153 46 43 .280
Hillbillies
Stars
183 42 50 .272
109 22 25 .230
Marne
Sophs

6

-

Man

of

Week

the

Flashes

Given Positions
Intramural

On All-Star Squad

_

In Week-End Bivouac
Hiker

Scale

Heights

The

some more beautiful scenery.

Last Friday afternoon at 2:30

o'clock, 20 hikers set out in private cars for the second annual over-

Another

famous

meal

of

the

cook's was relished and the boys
set out to move the girls' camp
night hike to Goldmeyer Hot
to another "fine situation" located
Springs sponsored by the Hiyu
by the river, on account of the
Cole in two years.
surprise visit of two CCC boys,
After an hour's ride the hikers
ii you win nonce mere is a
to their former camp. Here they
Handed at Camp Carnation. They
enjoyed the unaccustomed luxury veritable Murder'sRow in the line|then embarked in a batteredtruck
—
When all had squirmed out oi of huge tents, plus the best beauty ups. Bill Hughs is a good lead-off
for their ultimate destination a
man. Put Bill Stapleton right besleeping
bags, nursing numberless rest mattresses and springs.
in
the
beauticamp
rustic
situated
a nuge rire was Dunt Dy tneir hind him and follow up with Bob
ful Cascades. A most uncomfort- stiff joints, they again made a
able ride followed over a road grand dash for the "vittles" oi new camp and sure enough the Masenga. "Power House" Beaswhich was not man made; in fact buckwheat cakes plus Log Cabin boys turned up, minus food; conse- ley is the cream of the clean-up
quently their welcome was not too hitters. Your next set would be
the gang was so jostltu, bumped, syrup, etc.
* »«
and bruised, that they emerged All having cluttered up the kit enthusiastic. Again the gals filed John McMay, Herb Sudmeir, Tom
from the truck with highly pitched chen in an affort to help cleat to bed early (strange indeed) leav- Brennan, and Bill Berridge to mop
moans and groans while wielding up, the gang set out for an enjoy- ing that now famous vamp and up. The tail end will be full of
large size bottles of Witch Hazel. able jaunt to Hester Lake conven- mischief maker, the chaperone and power with Larry McDonnell and
From here the "jolly 20" ankled iently located on the top of a ter- Miss Florida Perri, plus a few Jack Hunt. Of course there is the
pitcher,Prank Ryan, who
off through the woods loaded to rifically high mountain. The ab other owls to entertain. Someone alternate
is
also
potent hitter.
a
emerged
trail
was
most
encourraided
the
food
and
(the
aence of a
cellar
the teeth with suitcases
sissies), sleeping bags, boots, fish- aging and the good natured 2( with nine huge oranges which were
Boy oh boy! This is one department that we could have ing paraphernalia and every other jauntily plowed through brush anc gobbled in great haste, lest some- . .IMP IIII IIMIS
A.B. R. H. Ave.
a dozen All-Star teams in. The way Hank Seijas, John little thing Arriving at the camp thnber muttering cutting remarks ! one be left starving.
34 15 26 .765
Berridge (Sophs)
all th<
finally tne visitors were driven
and
over
their
breath
stampeded
hikers
for
the
dinunder
the
crabbed
Hendry,
Hunt,
and a dozen more
McKay, Mike
Bill
21 11 12 .671
they enjoyed a way. But as the trail, blazed bj home from lack of hospitality, Beasley (H.)
where
table,
ner
Bader (K.)
9 3 5 .555
the umpires you would think they were practicing to be prof- fine meal of beans.
Yehudi, began to grow steeper anc j much to the girls' delight.
(K.)
Sauvain
20 11 11 .550
Sunday
a
die-hards
fatner
Nichols
slippery,
party
grandstand
morning
in an Father Nichols built a wonder- more
of
essional hecklers. These boys kept the
22 13 12 .545
among the tall pines and would very often be found catch- and Father Logan said Masses re- Brennan (H.)
uproar with stentorian roars, comanche screeches, and tear- ful fire
boys immediately put their ing their breath, dangling then spectively for the hikers, and an- Ryan, Tom (Sophs)...ll 5 6 .545
the
jerking pleas directed toward officialdom in general. I
sleeping bags 'round about, thus feet over trees, precipices, etc. other- meal was served of luscious McDonnell (Sophs) 14 3 7 .500
■■■!■
30 14 15 .500
four hours fluffy pancackes and slews of Jim Hunt (Otis)
foolishly offered to umpire leaving the girls to shift for them- During the. ensuing
speak from authority since I
10 5 5 .500
Irvine (M.)
apricot jam.
much
one
faithful
soul
a
home-made
girls
the
found
a
contacted
selves.
But
Tliarannnn tTlo h«\ra aofr /*llf -frtt*
one of the league games between the Marne and the All- finer spot by the rushing river, "Johnny Horse" and so one less Thereupon
32 9 14 .437
tne Doys set out ior Jack Hunt (Stars)
32 9 14 .437
Stars. What an experience! One time there were all five where they built their own fire reached the top. Rising to the another hike, bordering the beau- Sudmeier (0.)
usual, Father Nichols j tiful falls, which lasted until noon. Hendry (Stars)
31 9 9 .412
night.
occasion,
per
why
I
don't
see
for
the
camp
up
my
throat.
and
set
jump
all
to
down
huskies
set
linu-li
eorvfwl English
tlmir
(Sophs)
18 5 7 .389
"couldn't
take
On their return, lunch was served
tired
after
the
5led
the
several
who
Everyone
was
umpires don't develop an inferiority complex.
Stapleton (Sophs)
30 14 11 .367
h o ur juggle and all the girls it" back to camp. (And Father 1 and all packed up for home.
..,
.
Hughes (Marne) ... 14 4 5 .357
CLOSING SPEECH—
turned in but two night owls, the was mighty glad of t h e opporConroy (Marne) 17 1 6 .353
Mary
tunity.)
awful
stuff
Miss
O'ehaperone,
you
time
will
read
this
Martha
Since this is the last
Masenga
(Knights) 24 9 8 .333
hiker
return
home
Maryalice
Geyer,
Upon
and
who
each
s
is year, Iwant to thank all of you for bearing with me Brien
Roe (Hillbillies) 18 3 6 .333
tripped up to the initial fire and the sulpher baths was the nes
Knecht (Otis)
15 3 5 .333
Lhrough the past months. Remember, this summer is your entertained the boys until they goal to soak away bruises, gashe
(Otis)
Degrossilier
courageous
to
etc.
Those
tui
15 1 5 .333
rudely
go
advertising
were
told
home.
and
College.
You are its
chance to talk Seattle
"
Riley (Otis)
.24 7 8 .333
morning dawned and fies who reached the top enjoye
Saturday
vacation,
pleasant
you
and I'll see
committee. Au Revoir, a
Stare (Hillbillies) 13 2 4 .307
the hikers were rewarded with the luxury of a luscious lunch,
(Stars)
Cannon
10 2 3 .300
night
swim,
romp
all next September.
weather
for
their
a
in
the
snow
an
beautiful
ah
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De Felice Not Guilty

Waring Writes
Garrigan Fred
At
Mixer
Concerning Song
As Wild Trial Ends
By Loyolans For Seattle College
Given
In Favorable Verdict
"

Sets Record

CANDID

THE

OMMENT

"Make your next stop the 'Howdy
(Continued)
Hop,' is the slogan Loyolan Club The following is a letter remembers are broadcasting to an- ceived this last week front Fred
all-city mixer at the Waring of Pleasure Time fame:
tonight
Dancing from 9 to 12.
"The Supreme Court of Seattle Iinounce their
tomorrow night, Mr. J. William Bates
Prep
gym,
Seattle
A nickleodeon will serve the rythni.
College is now in session," qouth
IMay 25.
Bureau,
And now comes the really remarkCourt Bailiff Stan Conroy, "and The mixer will be an annual af- News
able part of it all! The "mixer
SEATTLE COLLEGE
Judge O'Brien is presiding.'*
— is
fair honoring the Catholic high
free Absolutely.
No cost — no
East Marion Street,
—
We all rose to our feet respec- .school and college graduates. 916
tickets
no tags to wear
no
Seattle, Washington.
tively
Imean respectfully, and I"Wall Flower insurance" is promprofit angle. Honestly, we are
Dear
Mr.
Bates:
judge
equipped
in sauntered the
ised in the form of a peppy intro- Thank you very much for your amazed
with a scrawny rosebud and a gav- duction committee.
The Junior class takes over the
letter of April 24th expressing "angel"
el Court Clerk Tony Buhr read
Herb Peters' Orchestra
angle. Thanks, angel.
your
in
further
interest
in
our
writcharges
the
the ca.se of Ab- Herb Peters' nine-piece orches- I
you Eds and Co-eds. It's
C'mon
I
a
ing
song for SEATTLE COLner De Felice versus the Gavel I tra (well-known to collegians as
nuthin!
And what's more imfer
Club. It seems that Mr. De Felice |the Evening Stars) will provide|LEGE. Our records indicate that portant, it should be fun!
previous
your
we
answered
letter
charged
embezzling
with
I
had been
» *
music for dancing on the smoothly- on March 4th and Iam very sorry
the club of two dollars (50c food waxed floor.
The only thing left to comment
you did not receive it.
charges and $1.50 which the club
Intermission entertainment and
on is the Junior Prom. The facts
owed him in payment for a flat door prizes will add to the general We have been writing songs for of the dance have been exhausted
those colleges where the greatest again
tire).
gaiety of the evening.
and again and there is
Counsel for the defense Janet Chuck Weil, general chairman, amount of interest has beenshown nothing new to add, so that seems
Wilson and prosecutor for the Gav- has set a pre-dance price, of through the students, and we have to finish that.
el Club Mary Doherty selectedj twenty-five cents for SC'ers. On had such a tremendous number of It's a big dance. Planned on a
their jury. Janet Wilson in ques- the ticket committee are Tot For- enthusiastic requests from colleges big scale. Straight tuxes and biltioning one of the witnesses was han, Eileen Mcßride, Ruth Brock, all over the country that our lowing skirts
soft music
heard asking "Is it not embezzle- Rosemary Weil and Joe McMurray. schedule for the Chesterfield Col- We never could get the right
lege
Night
Smoker
has
already
ment to take five people out and
Revoir" (in fact we
been arranged through June 14th. twist to "Au
bring only four people back?"
spell it) but you know
can't
even
However, we are planning to conAs the trial preceded amid gales
what we mean. We don't believe
tinue the idea with the opening of
goodbyes so we utter simply
of laughter Miss Wilson was near-\
in
schools in the Fall and we will be
]y emotionally overwrought. MaryI
seeing you." Now let's all
"be
glad to consider your request at
Doherty, prosecutor remained cool!
rush
down to the library and dust
that time.
and collected all during the trial.|
off the reference books
In
the
meantime,
please
accept
Her many objections further in- It was 400 years ago that Ig-1 my
Ooh those exams.
sincere appreciation for your Thanks for stacking with me
creased the indignation of the at- natius of Loyola hung up his sword
loyalty
interest
and
to
Pleasure
torney for the defense.
through all this chattering, incesto accept the call of Christ. Only
Pennsylvanians.
After all the witnesses had been a few years previous, Martin Time and the
candid comment and for your
sent
Cordially yours,
questioned and cross questioned Luther had presentedhis challenge
too! be seeing you
comment
Fred Waring.
and while the spectators were roll- to
Rome.
May 17, 1940.
ing in the aisles the judge instructWar had been declared against
verdict.
The
SAM'S FLOWER SHOP
jury
the
to
form
a
ed
and Ignatius accepted
verdict was "Not Guilty"! Abner the Church
Howard
Has
Griffith
the challenge. The army with
BEST IN CORSAGES
De Felice and his attorney heaved which he enlisted was chosen to
Aegis
Prints
For
sighs of relief and judge O'Brien
Sale
defend the Church against heresy,
Free Delivery
114 Pike
said "Court adjourned."
corruption and paganism at home
Howard Griffith announces that
and abroad.
Ignatius set the standards, de- anyone who wishes prints of the
TO THE
cided the weapons and the foes of Freshman, Sophomore or Activity Special in
Summer Suits
the church for the Society which pictures, from the annual can get
POINT
$30
$35
had set itself against the enemy. them from him at his new loca(Continued from Page 2.)
He proclaimed the greatest vir- tion, Madison Park. The address
is 1927 43rd North The phone
2nd Floor, Vance Bldg.
foes of Christianity. I'm more than tue to be obedience a virtue which CA. 4595.
reward
give
lasting
peace
will
and
FRANK PERRI
sure with just a small amount of
sincere effort this huge project after death.
Majorem Dei Gloriam" (For
Those desiring rides to the
can be carried out. What do you "Ad
Glory of God) has al- Prom give their names to Abner
the
Greater
think?
ways been the motto and the ideal De Felice or AI Plachta with
COMPLETE
of the Society of Jesus. The So- 50c immediately.
Fountain and Lunch Service
ciety was not founded to handle
Those having extra room in
any particular work, but in teach- their car will receive 50c for
Madison at Minor
ing, lecturing and missions, Christ each couple accomodated.
MAin 7575
Seattle
FOR SALE— An Electric is brought to many men.
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Jesuits Observe
400th Anniversary
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Miss Betty AnnNelson, a student at the Griffin Murphy Business College, was one of four
Griffin Murphy students that
passed the recent U. S. Civil
Service Shorthand Examination
100%. Remember this college is
nationally known for its fine
teaching and its distinctivemethod of individualinstruction. Accredited N. A. A. C. S. Write
for catalogue. Textile Tower,
Seattle.

MATT DANNEMILLER
19th N. and E. Mercer
EAst 9838

East Aloha Shoe Shoppe

—

Mission Barber and
Beauty Shop

—

—

9

CHESTERFIELD
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Bob Dickinson's
Orchestra

1907 E. Aloha
CA. 9732

Shaver; first class condition. See
Joe Eberharter.

W">g#

MCLEWMD
GOLF CLUB
Friday, May 31

1909 E. Aloha
L. SHERIN
If Sherin can't fix your sote
Throw it away
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Matt's Service

Wodlinger Drugs
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PAT'S BARBECUE

|

Breakfast Lunches Dinner
P. J. Gallagher
EA. 228(
1118 12th Ave.
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Kodak Finishing
"In at one, at five they're done"
Greeting Cards, Picture Framing

FRANK JACOBS, 1208 2nd Ave.
Near Savoy Hotel
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Definitely

Milder Smoke

We Deliver

MAin 2871

PETSCHL'S
Quality Meats
We Specialize in

Institutions
and Restaurants
1923 Third Avenue

TEN-O--FOUR
MADISON
Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor
Appointment
By Telephone

ELiot 1004

[Marne Hotel]
►

I►

Room andBoard

o,

Board Only

POIEY McCUNTOCK andDONNA DAE are
two of the busiest start on Fred Waring's
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BETTER

SMOKING
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SHOWERS AND BATH
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1120 Broadway
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AMERICA'S BUSIEST CIGARETTE
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